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A c t i v a t e  O c e a n

T he Coast Guard administration, in search of revealing its three

core missions of "maritime law enforcement, maritime services and

maritime affairs administration", encouraging the public to be familiar

with the oceans, brining a nationwide maritime awareness, which would

help to jointly create a new millennium and achieve a maritime nation's

grand vision of ecology, security and prosperity, has specially staged a

"2005 Coloring  the Coast Guard's New Century Poster Contest".

The current poster contest participants are  divided into social

group and collegiate and senior high school (vocational high) group.

The contest themes include the beauty of the ocean and shorelines, the

maritime tourism recreation and ecological conservation, fishery

resources maintenance, maritime environmental conservation, sea

territory law enforcement, maritime distress rescue and so forth.

The prizes are divided into two categories, the social group and

the collegiate and high school (vocational high) group. For each group,

the first winner will receive a gold medal and NT $30,000 prize; the

second winner will receive a silver medal  and NT $20,000 prize; the

third winner will receive a bronze medal and NT $10,000 prize. In

addition, around fifteen outstanding entries for each group, the num-

ber varying with the quality of the works are entitled to receive NT $5,

000 prize and a medal.  Each contest entrant is allowed to  submit two

pieces, which is limited to one-half a standard paper stock, or 78x55cm,

no computer graphic file will be accepted, which along with the contest

enrollment form are to be forwarded to the Personnel  Management

Division at #296, Sec. 3, Hsing Lung Road, Wen Shan District, Taipei,

Taiwan on/before August 31, 2005. The envelope should be marked

"Entry for the 2005 Coloring the Coast Guard's New Century Poster

Contest".  For further details, please check the Coast Guard's website at

http://www.cga.gov.tw, or call (02)2239-8408.
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The "2005 Taiwan Maritime Year Coloring
the Coast Guard's New Century Poster
Contest" welcomes the public to enter the
contest
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